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As people increasingly prioritize their health, the speed and breadth of health information dissemination on the internet
have also grown. At the same time, the presence of false health information (health rumors) intermingled with genuine
content poses a significant potential threat to public health. However, current research on Chinese health rumors still lacks a
large-scale, public, and open-source dataset of health rumor information, as well as effective and reliable rumor detection
methods. This paper addresses this gap by constructing a dataset containing 1.12 million health-related rumors (HealthRCN)
through web scraping of common health-related questions and a series of data processing steps. HealthRCN is the largest
known dataset of Chinese health information rumors to date. Based on this dataset, we propose retrieval-augmented large
language models for Chinese health rumor detection and explainability (HRDE 1 2). This model leverages retrieved relevant
information to accurately determine whether the input health information is a rumor and provides explanatory responses,
effectively aiding users in verifying the authenticity of health information. In evaluation experiments, we compared multiple
models and found that HRDE outperformed them all, including GPT-4-1106-Preview, in rumor detection accuracy and answer
quality. HRDE achieved an average accuracy of 91.04% and an F1 score of 91.58%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the development of socio-economic conditions and the improvement of living standards, health has gradually
garnered people’s attention, becoming a crucial aspect of modern people’s pursuit of a high-quality life [37, 58].
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2 • Trovato and Tobin, et al.

At the same time, in the face of emerging health challenges, such as the increase in global pandemics and chronic
diseases, public health awareness has been further stimulated, leading to a surge in the demand for reliable online
health information. However, the grassroots and anonymous nature of the internet has directly or indirectly
resulted in an explosive growth of health rumors in recent years. These health rumors may include unverified
treatments, unscientific health advice, and even incorrect medical information, all of which can have serious
negative impacts on public health [9]. Therefore, there is an urgent need for effective methods to detect health
rumors in online media.
In the current landscape of health rumor detection research, one of the primary limiting factors is the lack

of publicly available health rumor corpora, particularly those involving long-text health rumors. Most existing
studies rely on self-collected data for identification methods and predominantly focus on short-text datasets
such as those from Twitter [43]. However, health rumors differ from general rumors in that they are not merely
expressions of opinions. They often consist of mid-to-long narratives that interweave rumor information with
factual content, enhancing their spreadability. This characteristic contributes significantly to the popularity of
health rumors on platforms like WeChat3. Consequently, there has been increasing attention on the detection of
long-text health rumors [38].
Another critical shortcoming in current health rumor detection methods is the lack of interpretability in the

results. Given the informative and scientific nature of health information, it is essential that the detection results
extend beyond a simple binary classification of "true" or "false." Similar to manual refuting, the detection outcomes
should provide comprehensive explanations and authoritative sources to gain users’ trust.
In recent years, the emergence and development of large language models (LLMs) have presented new

opportunities for applications across various industries. The application of several LLMs in the health domain has
also been proposed [56]. For example, Bao et al. proposed DISC-MedLLM, which utilizes LLMs to achieve end-to-
end conversational medical services [2]. However, it is important to note that while these models offer exceptional
natural language processing and comprehension capabilities, they also introduce certain hallucination issues [6].
Considering the technical capabilities of LLMs in handling health information, and the specific requirements
for accuracy and reliability in the health information field, we face a challenge: although LLMs excel in natural
language understanding, they may introduce misleading information when generating content, known as the
"hallucination" problem. This necessitates more precise adjustments and optimizations in the detection and
explainability of health-related rumors.
Concretely, we constructed a Chinese rumor dataset containing over 1.12 million data points, named Health

Rumor CN (HealthRCN), to fill the gap of Chinese rumor datasets in the health domain. Simultaneously, we
propose a novel model called Retrieval-Augmented Large Language Models for ChineseHealth Rumor Detection
and Explainability (HRDE). This model comprises four components: health information collection and storage,
health information retrieval, retrieval information re-ranking, and the LLM generating the rumor detection
answer (including rumor detection and analysis). The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• We have constructed the Health Rumor CN (HealthRCN) dataset, filling the gap in Chinese rumor datasets
in the health information domain.

• We proposed a unified framework for rumor detection that enables real-time access to the latest health
information and performs rumor detection on user-input health information, providing an interpretable
analysis process.

• We evaluated HRDE and multiple models on the HealthRCN dataset, surpassing all models in terms of
rumor detection accuracy and answer quality metrics.

3WeChat is a Chinese multi-purpose messaging, social media, and mobile payment app developed by Tencent. It is widely used for instant
messaging, voice and video calls, social networking, and various services like news, games, and financial transactions.
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The structure of the remaining sections of this paper is as follows: Section 2 examines the related works;
Section 3 provides a detailed description of the HRDE framework and its implementation process; Section 4
presents the evaluation experiments conducted with HRDE and multiple models, along with the analysis of
the experimental results; Section 5 analyzes three practical cases of rumor detection and answer using HRDE;
Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Health Rumor Detection
2.1.1 Machine Learning-Based Rumor Detection Methods. These methods primarily rely on traditional machine
learning theories, using manually defined features as model inputs. Such features may include rumor text
features [11, 65], user behavior features [5, 52], network features [31], among others, which are then combined
with relevant classification algorithms for screening. For example, Marco L et al. propose a novel ML fake news
detection method that combines news content and social context features [20]. Ma J et al. propose a kernel-based
method called Propagation Tree Kernel, which captures high-order patterns differentiating different types of
rumors by evaluating the similarities between their propagation tree structures [34]. The advantage of machine
learning-based rumor detection methods lies in their relative simplicity and lower computational complexity.
However, they depend on manually designed features, which can somewhat limit the model’s generalization
capability and adaptability to new types of rumors.

2.1.2 Deep Learning-Based Rumor Detection Methods. These methods utilize deep neural networks (such as
CNN [24], RNN [33], LSTM [45]) to automatically learn complex feature representations from rumor information,
thereby improving the accuracy and robustness of rumor detection and overcoming the limitations of manually
extracted features. For example, Bian T. et al. propose a bi-directional graph model, named Bi-Directional Graph
Convolutional Networks (Bi-GCN), to explore both characteristics by operating on both top-down and bottom-up
propagation of rumors [3]. Liu T. et al. introduce a new detection model that jointly learns both the representations
of user correlation and information propagation to detect rumors on social media [30]. Deep learning-based
methods are better at capturing complex features and patterns, but their model interpretability is relatively poor.
Additionally, they consume substantial computational resources, and the training process can be time-consuming.

2.1.3 Health Rumor Detection Methods. The mainstream methods still primarily utilize machine learning tech-
niques, focusing on the unique characteristics of health rumors compared to general rumors. These characteristics
include linguistic statistical features [32], network features [42], user features [18, 60], interaction features [60],
and sentiment features [23], each possessing distinct traits. Small datasets collected autonomously are used
for classification testing. Meanwhile, deep learning-based methods are also gradually gaining attention from
researchers in the field of health rumor detection. For instance, Yang J. et al. propose and verify the rumor
detection method based on content and user responses within a limited time, named CRLSTM-BE [55]. Rani P. et
al. use the Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) model to prevent the spread of new rumors by
continuously monitoring incoming messages in the network [41].

2.2 Large Language Models
Since the release of ChatGPT by OpenAI [4], large language models (LLMs) have gained significant attention for
their capabilities in natural language processing. Currently, LLMs are typically defined as Transformer-based
neural network language models containing billions or more parameters and trained on massive datasets [36, 59],
such as GPT-4 [39], LLaMA [46], and Qwen [1]. Compared to earlier neural language models (NLMs) and pre-
trained language models (PLMs), LLMs follow scaling laws [19, 27], and certain capabilities significantly improve
when the model’s parameter size exceeds a certain threshold, known as emergent abilities [50]. The main emergent
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4 • Trovato and Tobin, et al.

abilities of LLMs include (1) in-context learning (ICL) [4, 12], where LLMs can learn new tasks from a few examples
provided in the prompt without needing retraining, (2) instruction following, where LLMs can understand and
execute tasks based on natural language instructions, (3) multi-step reasoning, where LLMs can perform complex
reasoning tasks by breaking them down into steps using methods like chain-of-thought (CoT) [51]. Additionally,
LLMs can be enhanced through techniques such as Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) [16], supervised
fine-tuning (SFT) [49], reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) [8], making them more robust and
reliable for handling complex tasks in specialized fields. Consequently, numerous specialized LLMs have emerged
in various vertical domains, such as Med-PaLM in the medical field [44], BloombergGPT in finance [53], and
ChatLaw in legal applications [10].

2.3 Retrieval Augmented Generation
Although LLMs currently demonstrate powerful language understanding and generation capabilities, they still
struggle to adequately address questions requiring specialized domain knowledge or long-tail knowledge [25],
and often exhibit hallucination issues [57]. Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) can effectively enhance
LLMs and mitigate these problems [26]. The RAG process mainly consists of three steps: indexing, retrieval, and
generation. This involves collecting and processing external knowledge documents to construct a database, then
using retrieval algorithms to recall documents relevant to the query from the database, and finally inputting the
documents along with the original query into the LLM to generate a response [16]. Currently, researchers have
proposed methods such as Query Optimization [15, 35, 61] and Re-ranking [17, 64] to optimize the retrieval of
relevant documents, thereby further enhancing the performance of RAG.
The evaluation of RAG is divided into two main aspects: retrieval-based and generation-based [22]. The

retrieval-based aspect focuses on the relevance and supportiveness of retrieved documents, using metrics such as
Hit Rate, Context Relevance [14], Error Detection Rate [7]. The generation-based aspect focuses on the quality
of the generated answers, with common metrics including BLEU [40], ROUGE [29], EM, Micro-F1, Answer
Relevance [14].

3 HRDE

3.1 Framework of HRDE

Answer with References

“Document Title 1” - Source: website name 1 ( http://www.xxx.com )
“Document Title 2” - Source: website name 2 ( http://www.xxx.com )
“Document Title 3” - Source: website name 3 ( http://www.xxx.com )
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Fig. 1. Framework of HRDE. The sections labeled with black numbers correspond to the process of health rumor detection,
while the sections labeled with purple numbers correspond to the process of fine-tuning the large model.
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The proposed retrieval-augmented large language models for Chinese health rumor detection and explainability
(HRDE) mainly consists of four parts: collection and storage of reference documents ( 1 2 ), the retrieval of
reference document ( 3 4 ), the re-ranking of reference document ( 5 ), and rumor detection answer generation by
LLMs ( 6 ). These components correspond to the processes labeled with black numbers in Figure 1.
Firstly, the framework retrieves health-related information from multiple trustworthy websites and stores it

in two reference databases (Elasticsearch and Milvus), which are updated daily (see Section 3.4.1 for details).
Then, based on the keywords and embedding vector of the user’s input content, relevant reference documents
are recalled from Elasticsearch and Milvus, respectively. Subsequently, Qwen1.5-4B-Chat is used to generate a
hypothetical document to re-rank the recalled document chunks, and the top-k document chunks are selected
as the final reference content (see Section 3.4.2 for details). Finally, the user input and the reference document
chunks are input into Qwen1.5-14B-Chat to generate a response, which undergoes necessary post-processing.
The sections labeled with purple numbers in Figure 1 correspond to the model fine-tuning process, which

includes collecting and integrating input information ( 1 ) and reference documents ( 2 ), generating a fine-tuning
dataset based on GPT-4 ( 3 ), and performing model fine-tuning ( 4 ). Both Qwen1.5-4B-Chat and Qwen1.5-14B-
Chat will be fine-tuned through these steps.

In the subsequent sections, we will introduce the construction of the HealthRCN dataset in Section 3.2, which
will serve as the source for the subsequent fine-tuning and evaluation datasets. Section 3.3 will describe the
fine-tuning process of Qwen1.5-4B-Chat and Qwen1.5-14B-Chat, with the fine-tuned models becoming core
components of HRDE. Section 3.4 will detail the construction process of HRDE.

3.2 Data Preparation

Questions 
Crawling

Seed 
Question Set

Question 
Consolidation

 STEP 1
Health-related Questions Extraction

Role 
Injection

Task 
Description

Boundary 
Definition

Output 
Formatting

STEP 2
Prompt Engineering

 STEP 3
Data Generation

Prompt List

2M 1.12M

HealthRCN

      

Data Open Source
Mongo Dump

End

200GB

 STEP 4
Data Storage

Start

GPT-3.5-Turbo-0301

Title

Keywords

Content

Extend_content

Squash_content

Answer_content

Fig. 2. The Construction Process of HealthRCN

To address the gap in Chinese rumor datasets within the health domain, this paper constructs a dataset
containing 1.12 million Chinese health-related rumors, named Health Rumor CN (HealthRCN, as shown in Figure
2). This dataset is the largest Chinese health information rumor dataset known to date.

To construct the HealthRCN dataset, we first gathered approximately 2 million user inquiries by crawling com-
mon questions from health-related websites4. After consolidating these inquiries, we obtained 1.12 million health
questions. Based on these health questions, we designed appropriate prompts (including role definitions, task
descriptions, boundary definitions, and output formats) and used the GPT-3.5-Turbo-0301 model to sequentially
generate corresponding rumor titles, keywords, short rumor content, long rumor content, refutation responses,
4We primarily obtain health-related questions posted by users from https://www.39.net/.
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6 • Trovato and Tobin, et al.

and correct answers for each health question, consuming a total of approximately 3.36 billion tokens. The detailed
information of the HealthRCN dataset fields is shown in Table 1. In Appendix A.1, we show the prompts used to
generate the corresponding fields, while in Appendix A.2, we present a sample from this dataset.

Among these, the rumor titles, short rumor content, and long rumor content are health rumor titles and content
generated by the GPT-3.5 based on the original health questions, with the long rumor content being an extended
version of the short rumor content. The keywords field consists of all keywords extracted from the original health
questions, separated by commas. The refutation responses clarify and explain the generated rumor content, while
the correct answers address the original health questions accurately.

Table 1. Fields of HealthRCN

Fields Description Average length
Original_question Original health question 11.1
Title The title of the generated rumor 18.3
Keywords Keywords list 22.2/5.1
Content Generated short rumor content 194.2
Extend_content Generated extended rumor content 579.1
Squash_content Refutation response to generated rumor 366.5
Answer_content The correct response to the original health question 606.2

Note: The "Average length" field indicates the average character length of the corresponding field text content, with the "Keywords" field
specifying both the average length of keyword texts and the average number of keywords.

3.3 Supervised Fine-tuning
To enable Qwen1.5-4B-Chat and Qwen1.5-14B-Chat to detect and respond to health-related rumors from user
input in a coherent format, it is necessary to fine-tune both models in a supervised manner. This section will
provide a detailed introduction to the datasets used for fine-tuning and the specifics of the fine-tuning process.

3.3.1 Data for Fine-tuning. The SFT dataset we used primarily consists of two categories of instruction data:
question-answer data aimed at rumor detection and analysis, and conventional medical knowledge question-
answer data. The former is used to guide the LLMs on how to perform the task of identifying health rumor and
respond in a predetermined format. The latter serves to enhance the model’s inherent medical knowledge and, on
the other hand, to prevent overfitting of the question-answer format for rumor detection during the fine-tuning
process.
The question-answer data for rumor detection and analysis is sourced from the HealthRCN dataset, which

includes 21,246 question-answer pairs with reference documents and 10,000 question-answer pairs without refer-
ence documents. We randomly selected 31,246 health-related questions (original_question) from the HealthRCN
dataset and used GPT-4-1106-Preview to generate corresponding answers for rumor detection and analysis.
The prompt template used to query GPT-4-1106-Preview is essentially the same as the one used for generating
answers in the HRDE framework (see Section 3.4.3 for details). However, to ensure the responses generated
by GPT-4-1106-Preview meet our expectations, we included an additional question-answer example (1-shot) in
the prompt. The reference document retrieval strategy is also consistent with the method used in the HRDE
framework. Due to the absence of a fine-tuned Qwen1.5-4B-Chat model, the re-ranking process was simplified.
The complete method is detailed in Section 3.4.2.
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The conventional medical knowledge question-answering data comes from the following five open-source
Chinese medical instruction datasets: ChatMed Consult Dataset [62], ShenNong TCM Dataset [63], Chinese
medical dialogue data5, Huatuo-Llama-Med-Chinese Dataset [47], and Med-ChatGLM Dataset [48]. These five
open-source instruction sets consist of simple medical knowledge question-answer instructions. We randomly
selected 6,000 data entries from each dataset, resulting in a total of 30,000 conventional medical knowledge
question-answer data entries.

Finally, the aforementioned two types of data are processed into a unified format, then merged and shuffled to
form the final SFT dataset (see Table 2 for details), which contains 61,246 question-answer pairs.

Table 2. Fine-tuning Dataset

Data type Sample size
Refutation Q&A with references 21246
Refutation Q&A without references 10000
ChatMed Consult Dataset 6000
ShenNong TCM Dataset 6000
Chinese medical dialogue data 6000
Huatuo-Llama-Med-Chinese Dataset 6000
Med-ChatGLM Dataset 6000

3.3.2 Model Fine-tuning. To enable the model to better detect and analyze health-related rumors from user
inputs and output responses in a predefined format, we fine-tuned Qwen1.5-4B-Chat and Qwen1.5-14B-Chat
models using the dataset constructed in Section 3.3.1.
For the Qwen1.5-14B-Chat model, we employed the LoRA method [21] for efficient fine-tuning, setting the

rank of LoRA to 16. Specifically, we fine-tuned the Qwen1.5-14B-Chat model on seven NVIDIA A800-SXM4-40GB
GPUs for 3 epochs, which took approximately 4.5 hours (16264.3 seconds).
For the Qwen1.5-4B-Chat model, we adopted a full fine-tuning approach. Specifically, we fine-tuned the

Qwen1.5-4B-Chat model on two NVIDIA H800 PCIe GPUs for 2 epochs, which took approximately 4.7 hours
(16904.7 seconds).

3.4 Retrieval-Augmented Generation
3.4.1 Data for Retrieval-Augmented Generation. To build the reference database required for RAG, we primarily
used Elasticsearch and Milvus to store and retrieve health-related reference documents. We sourced information
to construct the reference database from 19 trustworthy websites or professional organizations (as detailed in the
Appendix B). To ensure the timeliness and accuracy of the reference database, we regularly update it by fetching
new data daily from websites that maintain updated information.
For each health information article from these sources, we capture the title, body content, publication date,

source name, and URL. This data is then duplicated and stored in both Elasticsearch and Milvus databases,
providing comprehensive information and traceability for subsequent use. In the Elasticsearch, we store the
complete article as a single record (i.e., a document in Elasticsearch). However, for Milvus, due to the context
window length limitation of the m3e embedding model we use (512 tokens), we segment the body of each article
into chunks (ensuring each chunk is less than 512 tokens in length) and generate corresponding embedding

5https://github.com/Toyhom/Chinese-medical-dialogue-data
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vectors using the embedding model. Each chunk, along with its embedding vector, article title, publication date,
and URL, is then sequentially stored in Milvus.
As of the completion of this paper, Elasticsearch stores information on 358,114 reference documents, while

Milvus stores information on 1,347,976 reference document chunks.

3.4.2 Evidence Recall. The recall of reference documents in the HRDE method primarily consists of two parts:
the recall and re-ranking of reference documents.

First, we recall reference documents related to the user input from both the Elasticsearch and Milvus databases
simultaneously. For Elasticsearch, we extract keywords from the user input to recall reference documents. As a
traditional database, Elasticsearch uses inverted indexing and the BM25 algorithm, which effectively supports
keyword-based document retrieval. For the vector database Milvus, we use the embedding vector of the user
input (generated by the m3e embedding model) to recall reference document chunks. Using both keywords and
embedding vectors for recall ensures both the accuracy and coverage of the recalled documents, thereby fully
leveraging the effective information in the reference database to assist the LLM in generating answers. Since
the reference documents recalled from Elasticsearch are complete articles, they need to be chunked. Then, the
reference document chunks recalled from both sources are merged to form the Top-N chunks.
Next, for the Top-N document chunks recalled from both sources, we use HyDE (Hypothetical Document

Embeddings) [15] for re-ranking. Re-ranking is necessary for two main reasons: LLM’s context window length
is limited, preventing it from processing too many reference document chunks at once, and there is a need to
further filter the reference document chunks to remove less relevant or noisy chunks.

Specifically, we used the fine-tuned Qwen1.5-4B-Chat to independently generate a response to the user input’s
health information query without using reference documents as a hypothetical document. We then calculate the
semantic similarity between all the recalled document chunks and the hypothetical document (evaluated using
cosine similarity) and rank them, selecting the Top-K document chunks as the final reference content. Re-ranking
based on HyDE helps eliminate some document chunks that are related to the user input but do not contribute
to rumor analysis, thereby ensuring the quality of the final reference document chunks. Additionally, we set
a semantic similarity threshold in the re-ranking process to directly exclude document chunks with very low
similarity to the hypothetical document.

3.4.3 Interpretation Generation. To enable the LLM to better identify rumors based on user input, we designed
two types of prompts to guide the model in providing rumor detection responses, both with and without reference
documents. The non-referenced prompt is also used by Qwen1.5-4B-Chat to generate the hypothetical document.
Each type of prompt consists of four parts: task description, input information, detailed task requirements, and
answer output format.
The task description briefly outlines the content of the rumor detection task. We use the identifiers [Rumor

Detection Task] and [Rumor Detection Task with References] to indicate whether the current task will include
reference documents. In the input information section, the user’s health information input is embedded. If the
current task requires reference documents, the recalled reference documents are also embedded sequentially
in this section. The final two parts provide detailed task requirements and the specific format for the response,
ensuring standardized answers from the model (see Figure 3 for the English translations of the prompts, with the
original Chinese versions available in the Appendix C).
After obtaining the reference documents, we will embed the user’s input and the reference documents (if

needed) into a designed prompt, which will then be processed by the fine-tuned Qwen1.5-14B-Chat to provide a
response for rumor detection. Additionally, if no valid documents are retrieved or all retrieved documents are
excluded during the re-ranking phase, it indicates that there is no available information in the database. In this
case, we will use the prompt without reference documents to guide the LLM, allowing it to respond directly based
on its internal knowledge.
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The response for rumor detection will include three sections: conclusion, analysis, and references. According
to the requirements in the prompt, the labels in the conclusion can only include "Rumor," "Not rumor," and
"Not related to health information." The analysis section will analyze the input health information, providing a
complete reasoning and analysis process. If there are reference documents available, the model will use content
from the reference documents for reasoning and validation in the analysis section, with citations indicated in the
text (e.g., “[1]”). Finally, if the analysis section uses content from the reference documents, the source information
for these references will be provided in the references section at the end of the response. The first two sections
are generated directly by the model, while the third section will be supplemented during post-processing based
on the model’s response and the reference documents. Specific Q&A examples can be found in the Section 5.

4 EXPERIMENT

4.1 Base Model Selection
The LLMs utilized in the experiment include ChatGLM3-6B [13], Baichuan2-13B-Chat [54], Qwen1.5-14B-Chat [1],
GPT-3.5-Turbo6, and GPT-4-1106-Preview7. These models encompass both open-source and proprietary models
that are currently representative in the field.

The experiments in this paper primarily designed the following four types of models for comparative analysis:
LLM. The model utilizes the original LLM for rumor detection and analysis tasks, serving as a baseline for

comparison with other models.
LLM +RAG. The model extends the LLM by incorporating the RAG framework designed in this paper, enabling

the model to reference recalled relevant documents for refuting rumors.
LLM + SFT. The model utilizes a fine-tuned LLM. LLMs of similar parameter scale are fine-tuned using identical

methods and parameters, as detailed in Section 3.3. Through this fine-tuning process, the model learns rumor
detection techniques and acquires some knowledge specific to the healthcare domain from the fine-tuning dataset.
Additionally, its output becomes more standardized.

LLM + SFT + RAG. The model utilizes a fine-tuned LLM, integrated with the RAG framework designed in
this paper. It will be compared with the three preceding models in ablation experiments, thereby validating the
effectiveness and necessity of the fine-tuning and RAG components designed in this paper.
The HRDE model proposed in this paper is Qwen1.5-14B-Chat + SFT + RAG. For models requiring RAG, the

hypothetical documents in the RAG process are generated by the fine-tuned Qwen1.5-4B-Chat. Additionally, we
configure the retrieval of 5 complete reference documents from Elasticsearch, and 25 reference document chunks
from Milvus. During the re-ranking phase, we select the final five reference document chunks, with a semantic
similarity threshold (based on cosine similarity) set at 0.5.

4.2 Datasets
The evaluation dataset primarily comes from the HealthRCN dataset, supplemented with some evaluation samples
unrelated to health information (constructed manually), totaling 2500 evaluation samples. The sample labels in
the evaluation dataset are categorized into three types: "Rumor" (1497), "Not rumor" (855), and "Not related to
health information" (148).For samples from the HealthRCN dataset, we employed a random sampling strategy.
We ensured that the selected samples did not overlap with those used for fine-tuning, thereby maintaining the
independence of the evaluation dataset. For rumor samples, we use the "Content" field as the input content, and
for non-rumor samples, we use the "Answer_content" field as the input content.

6https://openai.com
7https://openai.com/blog/new-models-and-developer-products-announced-at-devday
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[Rumor Identification Task with References] You are an extremely stringent health information refutation expert and need to 
determine whether the "user input" is a rumor based on the Reference Documents. Your answer must include two parts: 
[Conclusion] and [Analysis].

User Input: {                  }

Reference documents:
{                                                  }

Please pay attention to the following points:
- The [Conclusion] has only three options: Rumor, Not rumor, Not related to health information. The [Analysis] includes the analysis 
and argumentation process.
- You need to insert reference numbers in the [Analysis], with the format [number], preferably placing the number closest to the 
referenced information rather than just at the end of the sentence, but within punctuation marks.
- Only output [Conclusion] and [Analysis], with no need to attach input information. Also, ensure the consistency between 
[Conclusion] and [Analysis], as well as the organization of the [Analysis].
- In your response, use phrases like "relevant knowledge", "related studies show", "in fact", "there is scientific evidence to show" to 
replace "reference materials", "evidence from [number] shows", "material [number] points out", etc.
- Pay attention to the correlation between each reference document and user input, and irrelevant content will not be accepted.

Output format is as follows:
[Conclusion]

[Analysis]

Reference Documents

Input

Rumor / Not rumor / Not related to health information

Analysis of the input health information

[Rumor Identification Task] You are an extremely stringent health information refutation expert and need to determine whether the 
"user input" is a rumor. Your answer must include two parts: [Conclusion] and [Analysis].

User Input: {                  }

Please pay attention to the following points:
- The [Conclusion] has only three options: Rumor, Not rumor, Not related to health information. The [Analysis] includes the analysis 
and argumentation process.
- Only output [Conclusion] and [Analysis], with no need to attach input information. Also, ensure the consistency between 
[Conclusion] and [Analysis], as well as the organization of the [Analysis].

Output format is as follows:
[Conclusion]

[Analysis]

Input

Rumor / Not rumor / Not related to health information

Prompt for Rumor Detection Task

Prompt for Rumor Detection Task with References

Analysis of the input health information

Fig. 3. Prompts for Refutation

4.3 Model Deployment and Inference
This paper employs the vLLM framework for deploying LLMs. vLLM is an open-source framework for LLM
deployment that supports fast inference and serving of LLMs [28]. vLLM utilizes a novel attention algorithm
called PagedAttention, which efficiently manages the keys and values of attention. Additionally, this framework
supports the deployment of numerous LLMs, including the Qwen1.5-14B-Chat and Qwen1.5-4B-Chat models
used in this paper.
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And the Qwen1.5-4B-Chat model and the Qwen1.5-14B-Chat model were deployed using the vLLM framework
on the NVIDIA H800 PCIe. The inference speeds reached 698.5 tokens per second and 143.6 tokens per second,
respectively, while the serving throughput, with each request asking for ten parallel output completions, achieved
153.8 requests per minute and 68.6 requests per minute, respectively.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics
The core evaluation metrics in this study include accuracy, F1 score, relevance, reliability, and richness. Accuracy
and F1 score measure the accuracy of the model’s predicted labels, assessing whether the model correctly classifies
the input health information. The F1 score considers both precision and recall to provide a balanced evaluation.
Relevance, reliability, and richness primarily assess the quality of the model’s answer.
Relevance evaluates whether the model’s answer focuses on the input health information and addresses

whether the information is a rumor. Reliability assesses whether the model’s analysis content is convincing,
supporting the predicted label with scientific evidence and reasonable inferences, avoiding language that could
cause new misunderstandings or confusion. Richness evaluates the diversity and coverage of the model’s analysis
content, determining if the analysis includes comprehensive information and arguments, and if it covers all key
points or aspects mentioned in the input.
Additionally, this study records the proportion of valid responses from each model. A valid response follows

the format given in the prompt and provides a predicted label within the specified range. The calculations for
accuracy and F1 score only consider the evaluation samples with valid responses, excluding those with invalid
responses. However, relevance, reliability, and richness evaluations include all model responses, regardless of
their validity.

The objective of the rumor refutation task in this paper is two-fold: to determine whether the input information
is a rumor and to provide an analysis for the judgment. Consequently, different evaluation metrics are required
to measure the model’s performance in achieving these two goals. Accuracy and F1 score are used to gauge the
model’s success in detecting rumors, while relevance, reliability, and richness are employed to assess the model’s
effectiveness in providing the analysis. Additionally, the proportion of valid responses can be used to evaluate
the model’s ability to comply with instructions.
Due to the difficulty of calculating relevance, reliability, and richness through explicit formulas, we used the

GPT-4-1106-Preview model to evaluate the model’s responses. We designed specific prompts (detailed in the
Appendix D) for GPT-4-1106-Preview to sequentially score each response on relevance, reliability, and richness.
Each metric is scored on a scale of 0-10, with higher scores indicating better performance on the respective metric.
Finally, we calculate the average score to serve as the model’s final rating for each metric.

4.5 Evaluation Results
Table 3 and Table 4 present all evaluation results, including the ablation experiment results and the comparative
evaluation results of multiple LLMs. Overall, our proposed HRDE model outperforms all other models in nearly
all evaluation metrics, validating its effectiveness and superiority. In terms of rumor detection accuracy, HRDE
achieves an average accuracy of 91.04% and an F1 score of 91.58%, significantly surpassing the other models.
Additionally, HRDE exceeds GPT-4-1106-Preview by more than 2% in both of these metrics. This indicates that
HRDE can classify and identify rumors more accurately, maintaining a good balance between precision and recall.
Regarding answer quality, the HRDEmodel consistently ranks either first or second across the relevance, reliability,
and richness metrics. This demonstrates that HRDE’s answer can better incorporate reference documents to
analyze user input effectively. In terms of relevance, HRDE is second only to GPT-4-1106-Preview and Qwen1.5-
14B-Chat + SFT. This is mainly because HRDE relies more on the reference documents provided by RAG,
significantly enhancing the richness of the answers, which slightly lowers the relevance score. Furthermore, in
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terms of valid answer rate, HRDE can perfectly output answers in the format specified by the prompt, ensuring
the consistency of each answer.

Table 3. Ablation Experiment

Model SFT RAG Avg Accuracy F1 Score Valid Answer Rate Relevance Reliability Richness

Qwen1.5-14B-Chat 57.37% 46.93% 62.68% 8.77 8.16 6.86
Qwen1.5-14B-Chat ✓ 89.64% 90.80% 100.00% 9.27 8.89 6.93
Qwen1.5-14B-Chat ✓ 56.79% 46.40% 82.76% 7.92 7.88 6.65
HRDE ✓ ✓ 91.04% 91.58% 100.00% 9.25 8.99 7.3

Note: "HRDE" specifically refers to Qwen1.5-14B-Chat + SFT + RAG. The best performance in each column will be bolded, and the second-best performance
will be underlined.

In the ablation experiment (Table 3), HRDE achieves the best performance on almost all metrics compared to
the Qwen1.5-14B-Chat model that does not use SFT and RAG simultaneously. This indicates that using SFT or
RAG alone is not the optimal strategy. When only RAG is used, the model, lacking fine-tuning, cannot effectively
leverage information from reference documents to improve answer quality. In fact, it may be misled by the
information, leading to a decline in most metrics compared to the model without RAG. On the other hand, when
only SFT is employed, the model’s rumor detection accuracy and valid answer rate significantly improve (though
still not surpassing HRDE), and the relevance of answers even exceeds that of HRDE. However, the model exhibits
deficiencies in reliability and richness, as the absence of external information from reference documents means it
cannot provide more credible evidence and knowledge to support and enrich its answers. Therefore, combining
SFT and RAG ensures significant improvements in both rumor detection and answer quality. Additionally, in
terms of the valid answer rate, models using RAG show a significant enhancement compared to the original
Qwen1.5-14B-Chat. This improvement is mainly due to the HyDE method used in RAG for filtering reference
documents, where the hypothetical documents are generated by the fine-tuned Qwen1.5-4B-Chat model. This
ensures that the re-ranked reference documents are primarily responses to the input query regarding the veracity
of health information, thereby significantly improving the model’s valid answer rate.

Table 4. Multiple LLM Evaluation Experiments

Model SFT RAG Avg Accuracy F1 Score Valid Answer Rate Relevance Reliability Richness

GPT-3.5-Turbo ✓ 63.18% 53.68% 99.52% 7.06 6.53 3.18
GPT-4-1106-Preview ✓ 88.20% 88.15% 100.00% 9.27 8.97 6.71
ChatGLM3-6B ✓ ✓ 88.01% 85.24% 99.76% 9.03 8.59 6.16
Baichuan2-13B-Chat ✓ ✓ 88.47% 85.22% 92.64% 8.36 8.29 5.61
HRDE ✓ ✓ 91.04% 91.58% 100.00% 9.25 8.99 7.3

Note: "HRDE" specifically refers to Qwen1.5-14B-Chat + SFT + RAG. The best performance in each column will be bolded, and the second-best performance will
be underlined.

Table 4 presents the comparative evaluation results among several different LLMs. Compared to ChatGLM3-
6B and Baichuan2-13B-Chat models, which also employ both SFT and RAG, HRDE demonstrates significant
advantages across all evaluation metrics. This is primarily due to the superior baseline performance of Qwen1.5-
14B-Chat, which excels in natural language processing capabilities relative to ChatGLM3-6B and Baichuan2-13B-
Chat. Consequently, Qwen1.5-14B-Chat, after fine-tuning, is better equipped to handle and utilize information
from reference documents for health information detection and analysis.
Furthermore, HRDE significantly outperforms GPT-3.5-Turbo across all evaluation metrics, despite GPT-

3.5-Turbo having a much larger parameter size than Qwen1.5-14B-Chat. Compared to the more advanced
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GPT-4-1106-Preview, HRDE still excels in almost all evaluation metrics, with the exception of being slightly
lower in relevance of answers than GPT-4-1106-Preview. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the SFT and RAG
designs proposed in this paper, which can significantly enhance the overall performance of Qwen1.5-14B-Chat in
handling health rumor tasks.

Table 5. Effect of Semantic Similarity Threshold on HRDE

Model Similarity
Threshold Avg Accuracy F1 Score Relevance Reliability Richness

HRDE 0.1 91.44% 90.39% 9.2728 9.0118 7.7130
HRDE 0.3 91.52% 90.88% 9.2728 9.0118 7.6996
HRDE 0.5 91.04% 91.58% 9.2544 8.9912 7.3399
HRDE 0.7 89.64% 90.50% 9.2733 8.8892 6.9323
HRDE 0.9 89.76% 90.99% 9.2725 8.8884 6.9295

Note: "HRDE" specifically refers to Qwen1.5-14B-Chat + SFT + RAG. The best performance in each column will
be bolded, and the second-best performance will be underlined.

In HRDE, an important parameter is the semantic similarity threshold, which filters out reference documents
with low semantic similarity to the input information (see Section 3.4.2), thereby adjusting the quality of the
reference documents provided to the LLM. In previous experiments, this parameter was set to 0.5 (see Section 4.1),
meaning that reference documents with a semantic similarity less than 0.5 to the input information were excluded.
In Table 5, we present the performance of HRDE under different semantic similarity thresholds. As the semantic
similarity threshold decreases, the model’s average accuracy shows an upward trend, but the F1 score exhibits a
downward trend. This indicates that a lower semantic similarity threshold can provide more relevant reference
documents, improving the model’s average accuracy. Still, the recall rate decreases, leading to a lower F1 score.
Similarly, under stricter semantic similarity thresholds, the reference documents obtained by the model contain
less noise, improving the quality of the answers, albeit to a lesser extent. Considering all evaluation metrics, a
semantic similarity threshold of 0.5 will be an appropriate default value.

5 CASE STUDY
This section will select three real-world Q&A examples to demonstrate HRDE’s ability to detect health rumor
and provide corresponding interpretability analysis. The input information for these three cases consists of
widely spread or highly impactful Chinese health rumors or medical common knowledge. In practice, both the
health information and the original responses in the three examples are in Chinese. We have translated them into
English for the convenience of the readers, and the original Chinese text will be presented in the Appendix E.

5.0.1 Case One: mobile phone radiation can cause cancer. The statement "mobile phone radiation can cause
cancer" is a widely circulated health rumor. After inputting this statement into the HRDE model, the model’s
response, after post-processing, is shown in Figure 4. The final response is divided into three main parts: the
conclusion of the rumor detection, the analysis of the user’s input information, and the source information of the
reference documents.
The HRDE model explicitly states in the conclusion that it is a rumor, which is a correct judgment. In the

analysis section, the model first emphasizes that such health information requires scientific evidence for support
and should not be blindly trusted. It then cites content from the first and second reference documents to explain
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Mobile phone radiation can cause cancer.
User Input Statement

 HRGPT

[Conclusion]

[Analysis]
The user input claims that "mobile phone radiation can cause cancer." This statement requires scientific evidence to 
support it. Relevant information indicates that mobile phone radiation is non-ionizing radiation, and the energy from 
non-ionizing radiation is insufficient to ionize atoms or molecules, hence it does not cause cancer[1]. Additionally, the 
World Health Organization classifies "radiofrequency electromagnetic fields" including mobile phone radiation as 
Group 2B carcinogens, which means there is limited evidence of carcinogenicity in humans and insufficient evidence 
in experimental animals[2]. Therefore, although there may be some association between mobile phone radiation and 
cancer, current scientific evidence is not sufficient to prove that mobile phone radiation causes cancer.

In fact, the frequency of mobile phone radiation is much lower than that of ionizing radiation, such as X-rays, so there 
is no need to be overly concerned about mobile phone radiation[2]. Furthermore, China has stringent regulations on 
the management of electromagnetic radiation from base stations, and the national standards currently in force are far 
below the international limit values, meaning the radiation produced by base stations is not a cause for concern[3].

In summary, the user's input lacks scientific basis, and the statement linking mobile phone radiation directly to 
cancer is inaccurate. Therefore, it can be concluded that this information is a rumor.

[References]
[1] “Can Mobile Phone Radiation Cause Cancer? Is This Really the Case?” - Source: Science China - Rumor Dispelling 
Articles ( https://piyao.kepuchina.cn/rumor/rumordetail?id=nRRE )
[2] “How Far Should You Keep Your Phone While Sleeping to Avoid Radiation? Does Radiation Increase When Using Phone While 
Charging? Finally, an Answer.” - Source: WeChat Official Account - Rumor Dispelling Assistant ( https://
mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzI0Njg1Njc5MA==&mid=2247538982&idx=1&sn=a30da688d2b83525c7e4aa7679b45a
3a&chksm=e9baf41fdecd7d0966ded11af0a00230fceb0ae6c6a04e6f23f17a2e580f9f989692e5fa448c#rd )
[3] “Is It Necessary to Dismantle Communication Base Stations to Prevent Radiation?” - Source: Science China - Rumor 
Dispelling Articles ( https://piyao.kepuchina.cn/rumor/rumordetail?id=raaM )

Rumor

Fig. 4. Case one: Mobile phone radiation can cause cancer.

the principles of cell phone radiation and the viewpoint of professional organizations (World Health Organization)
regarding cell phone radiation, arguing that there is currently insufficient scientific evidence to prove that cell
phone radiation necessarily causes cancer. In the second paragraph, the model again references literature to
indicate that the harm from cell phone radiation is much less than that from ionizing radiation, suggesting there
is no need for excessive panic. Additionally, it explains that China has strict regulations for the base stations that
transmit cell phone signals, alleviating concerns about the radiation they produce. In the third paragraph, the
model provides a summary of the entire analysis, concluding that the health information is not credible and is a
rumor. At the end of the response, it lists the sources of all reference documents, including three related articles
from two websites.
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In the model’s response, we can observe that the analysis section mentions base stations related to mobile
phone radiation, which were not referenced in the user’s input (sourced from the third reference document). This
type of information enhances the richness of the model’s response and provides the user with additional relevant
knowledge, helping them further understand related health information. At the same time, this is the reason why
the HRDE model scores slightly lower in relevance compared to the LLM + SFT model. However, this does not
negatively impact the user’s reading experience; instead, the inclusion of extensive relevant knowledge increases
the overall reliability of the response.

Vitamin C can prevent colds.
User Input Statement

 HRGPT

[Conclusion]

[Analysis]
The user input claims that vitamin C can prevent colds. Relevant knowledge indicates that vitamin C is indeed 
beneficial to human health, enhancing immune function and improving the body's resistance to environmental stress 
and immunity[1]. However, for the vast majority of healthy individuals who do not have a vitamin C deficiency, there is 
currently no scientific evidence to suggest that vitamin C can prevent colds[1]. Additionally, a review of 29 studies 
concluded that vitamin C supplements are ineffective in reducing the incidence of the common cold[2]. In terms of 
preventing viral influenza, there are no high-quality clinical studies proving that regular supplementation with vitamin 
C can play a preventive role[2]. Clinical research from Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan University also confirmed that 
vitamin C does not reduce the incidence of colds nor cure them[3]. Therefore, although vitamin C has a positive 
effect on boosting immunity, it does not mean it can prevent colds. In summary, the user's input lacks scientific basis 
and can be considered a rumor.

[References]
[1] “Can Vitamin C Prevent Colds? It Only Shortens the Duration of a Cold” - Source: Science China - Rumor Dispelling 
Articles ( https://piyao.kepuchina.cn/rumor/rumordetail?id=BLEY )
[2] “Vinegar Fumigation and Vitamin C Tablets Cannot Prevent COVID-19! Here's How to Prevent It” - Source: China Food 
Information Center ( http://www.kexinzhongxin.com/html/kepu/3745.html )
[3] “Can Vitamin C Prevent COVID-19? Should We Supplement Vitamin C During Special Times?” - Source: China Food 
Information Center ( http://www.kexinzhongxin.com/html/kepu/3744.html )

Rumor

Fig. 5. Case Two: Vitamin C can prevent colds.

5.0.2 Case Two: vitamin C can prevent colds. "Vitamin C can prevent colds" is also an extremely widespread
health myth. Figure 5 shows the response of the HRDE model to this health information.
In the conclusion, the HRDE model gives the correct conclusion that this health information is a rumor.

In the analysis section, the model first cites the first reference document to provide the general effects and
benefits of vitamin C, but also explicitly states that for healthy individuals, vitamin C does not have the ability to
prevent colds. It then cites the second reference document which explains that currently there is no professional
evidence proving that vitamin C can effectively prevent common colds or viral influenza. Next, it cites the
third reference document which provides the research conclusion of a professional medical institution (Wuhan
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University Zhongnan Hospital), stating that vitamin C cannot effectively prevent or treat colds. Finally, the model
summarizes that while vitamin C can indeed boost the immune system, there is no clear evidence indicating that
it can prevent colds. In the references section, the model’s response provides the source information of the three
reference documents used.
From the model’s response, we can see that the model effectively utilizes and organizes information from

all reference documents, explaining to the user in a clear and convincing manner, from the original efficacy of
vitamin C to the research conclusions given by authoritative institutions, that vitamin C cannot prevent colds.

The main cause of diabetes is not eating too much sugar.
User Input Statement

 HRGPT

[Conclusion]

[Analysis]
The user's input indicating that "The main cause of diabetes is not eating too much sugar" is consistent with relevant 
knowledge. In fact, the pathogenesis of diabetes is complex, involving insufficient insulin secretion and decreased 
insulin sensitivity, and is not merely a matter of consuming too much sugar[1]. Research indicates that high-risk 
factors for diabetes include genetic predisposition, aging, high-calorie diets, lack of exercise, being overweight, 
obesity, and harmful habits such as smoking and drinking[2]. Moreover, the World Health Organization, after 
assessing the relationship between sugar intake and health, concluded that excessive intake of added sugars is not 
directly related to cancer[2]. The evidence above indicates that the onset of diabetes is related to multiple factors, 
rather than solely to "eating too much sugar."

Additionally, there is scientific evidence that people with diabetes do not necessarily develop the disease because of 
eating too much sugar. Diabetics can, under medical guidance, consume sugar-containing foods in moderation[3]. 
Therefore, the user's input is scientifically based and does not constitute a rumor.

[References]
[1] “Why Do I Get Diabetes If I Don't Like Eating Sugar?” - Source: Bohu Doctor - Health Consultation ( https://
www.bohe.cn/zx/39597.html )
[2] “Do Chinese People Eat Too Much Sugar, 'Sugar Causes All Diseases'—Is This True?” - Source: China Food Information 
Center ( http://www.kexinzhongxin.com/html/kepu/4750.html )
[3] “Afraid of Sugar? Can Diabetics Still Eat Sugar?” - Source: China Science Communication ( https://www.kepuchina.cn/
article/articleinfo?business_type=100&classify=0&ar_id=88780 )

Not rumor

Fig. 6. Case Three: The main cause of diabetes is not eating too much sugar.

5.0.3 Case Three: the main cause of diabetes is not eating too much sugar. "The main cause of diabetes is not
eating too much sugar" is a widely disseminated and controversial health information. However, this statement is
correct medical knowledge. We hope to explore the pattern of responses from the HRDE model when faced with
accurate health information through this case.

In the conclusion section, the HRDE model gives the correct judgment that the input health information is not
a rumor. In the analysis section, the model first indicates that the pathogenesis of diabetes is complex and lists
some high-risk factors that can trigger diabetes, thus indicating that excessive sugar intake is not the main cause.
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Subsequently, the model cites a second reference document and provides additional information, stating that the
World Health Organization believes that excessive consumption of added sugar is not directly related to cancer,
further alleviating users’ concerns about sugar consumption. Then, the model also explains, based on the third
reference document, that even if someone has diabetes, they can still consume sugary foods in moderation under
the guidance of a doctor. Finally, the model concludes the analysis by stating that the input health information
is not a rumor. In the references section, the model’s response provides the source information for the three
reference documents used.

For health information that is not a rumor, the model does not simply indicate that the information is correct
but combines the explanation and analysis of the health information with the referenced documents recalled by
RAG. At the same time, the model also provides users with relevant knowledge from the reference documents
("excessive consumption of added sugar is unrelated to cancer"), increasing the amount of information in the
response and helping users further understand the related medical knowledge of the health information.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we constructed a dataset of 1.12 million Chinese health-related rumors (HealthRCN) based on user
query information from health websites and GPT-3.5-Turbo-0301. This dataset provides a large-scale, open-source
collection of Chinese health rumors, which is currently the largest known dataset of its kind for health rumor
research. To accurately identify health rumors and provide interpretable analysis, we proposed the HRDE model.
The core of this model is the Qwen1.5-14B-Chat model, which has been fine-tuned on a carefully designed
instruction dataset based on the HealthRCN, significantly enhancing its ability to identify and analyze health
rumors.
To mitigate the hallucination problem common in LLMs and to further improve its capability to access the

latest external information, we designed a RAG process that includes a dual retrieval and re-ranking mechanism.
This process allows the model to retrieve relevant documents from a reference database, which can be updated
daily with the latest data from multiple trustworthy health information websites. In evaluation experiments
across multiple models, HRDE surpassed all other models, including GPT-4-1106-Preview, in overall performance
for rumor recognition accuracy and answer quality. It exhibited outstanding rumor detection capabilities and
effectively analyzed input health information by integrating reference documents, thus providing reliable and
comprehensive analysis content. Furthermore, experiments investigated the influence of various semantic
similarity thresholds on the HRDE model’s performance, offering valuable guidance for parameter optimization.
In case studies, we used three real-world question-answer examples to visually demonstrate HRDE’s effectiveness
in identifying and analyzing health rumors.

Despite the significant achievements of this study, there are still some limitations. For example, the proportion
of non-health information samples in the instruction dataset used for fine-tuning is relatively small, which
sometimes causes HRDE to misinterpret non-health-related user inputs. Additionally, the document retrieval
process is time-consuming, which slows down HRDE’s response speed. In the future, we plan to further refine
the instruction dataset used for fine-tuning and optimize the RAG process to further enhance HRDE’s overall
performance.
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A HEALTHRCN

A.1 Prompt Used for Constructing the HealthRCN
Figure 6 shows the prompts used to generate the six fields: "title," "keywords," "content," "extend_content,"
"squash_content," and "answer_content." The fields "title," "keywords," "content," and "answer_content" are all
generated based on the "original_question" (the original question posted by the user on the website), while
"extend_content" and "squash_content" are generated based on the "content" (the generated rumor field). The
prompts in Figure 6 are originally in Chinese, and here the corresponding English translations are displayed.

A.2 Example of the HealthRCN
In Table 7, we present a sample of the HealthRCN dataset as an example, including seven fields: original_question,
title, keywords, content, extend_content, squash_content, and answer_content. The original content of each field
is in Chinese, and what is shown here is the corresponding English translation.

B TRUSTWORTHY HEALTH INFORMATION WEBSITE
Table 8 lists the names and URLs of the trustworthy websites from which health information was obtained for
this study, totaling 19 information sources. Moving forward, we will daily retrieve updates from these sources in
the health domain to ensure the timeliness and authenticity of the reference document databases in Elasticsearch
and Milvus.
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Table 6. Prompt Used for Constructing the HealthRCN

Fields Prompt

Title
Keywords
Content

Assuming you are a professional rumor expert, please extract the keywords from the sen-
tence "{Original_question}" and write a rumor content based on that theme, referring to the
following writing techniques:
(1) Exaggeration andAmplification: Exaggerate the effects tomake them look verymiraculous.
Use adjectives, adverbs, and other modifiers to increase sensationalism and attractiveness.
(2) Social Media Spread: Encourage users to share, like, etc., the content on social media.
(3) Objective and Authoritative: Use objective, authoritative descriptive language. Quote
institutions or expert opinions, and add some scientific terms to make the content seem
well-founded.
(4) Citing Evidence: Write about some research or statistics to prove the validity of the
content. Use numbers and specific cases to increase persuasiveness.
(5) Benefit-Driven: Emphasize beneficial outcomes, such as improved health, anti-aging,
disease prevention, etc. Emphasizing these benefits can attract more people to believe the
content.
Note: The word count should be more than 200 Chinese characters. Refer to the following
output format:
[Rumor Title] xxxxx
SEPCODE
[Rumor Content] xxxxx
SEPCODE
[Keywords] xxx,xxx,xxx

Extend_content
Assume you are a health expert. Please expand the following text to make it look more
credible, and the length should be between 500-800 words.
{Content}

Squash_content
Assume you are a health expert, and here is a rumor text related to health information. Please
refute it specifically, within 500 words.
{Content}

Answer_content Please answer the following questions in 400-800 words.
{Original_question}

C ORIGINAL PROMPTS FOR REFUTATION
Figure 7 shows two original prompts used in this paper for generating refutation responses. Because the main
task of the HRDE model is rumor detection for Chinese health information, the original prompts are described in
Chinese. The prompt shown in Figure 3 in the main text is a direct translation of the prompt in Figure 7.

D PROMPT FOR EVALUATION
Figure 8 shows the original prompts used for assessing relevance, reliability, and richness in answers. We will
sequentially embed user input information and corresponding model responses into these prompts, and then input
them to GPT-4-1106-Preview for scoring. The basic structure of the three prompts is the same. First, each prompt
indicates instructing GPT-4 to act as a health information Q&A consultant and provides a user input of health
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[具有引证的谣⾔识别任务] 你是⼀个⾮常严格的健康信息辟谣专家，需要根据参考资料判断“⽤户输⼊”是否为谣⾔，回答中需要包含两
个部分：[结论] 和 [分析过程]。

⽤户输⼊：{                  }

参考资料：
{                                                  }

请注意遵守以下事项：
- [结论]只有三个选项：是谣⾔、不是谣⾔、与健康信息不相关，[分析过程]包括分析和论证过程。
- 你需要在[分析过程]中插⼊引⽤证据的来源编号，格式为[编号]，尽量将编号插⼊到引⽤信息的 近位置，⽽不是只放句⼦到结尾，但
是要在标点内部。
- 仅需输出[结论]和[分析过程]，⽆需附加输⼊信息，同时注意保持[结论]和[分析过程]的⼀致性，以及[分析过程]的条理化。
- 请注意在回答中⽤“相关知识”，“相关研究表明”，“事实上”，“有科学依据表明”等表述代替“参考资料”，“根据[编号]证据表明”，“资料
[编号]指出”等表述。
- 注意甄别每条参考资料与⽤户输⼊的相关性，不相关的内容不予采纳。

输出格式如下：
[结论]

[分析过程]

Reference Documents

Input

[谣⾔识别任务] 你是⼀个⾮常严格的健康信息辟谣专家，需要判断“⽤户输⼊”是否为谣⾔，回答中需要包含两个部分：[结论] 和 [分析
过程]。

⽤户输⼊：{                  }

请注意遵守以下事项：
- [结论]只有三个选项：是谣⾔、不是谣⾔、与健康信息不相关，[分析过程]包括分析和论证过程。
- 仅需输出[结论]和[分析过程]，⽆需附加输⼊信息，同时注意保持[结论]和[分析过程]的⼀致性，以及[分析过程]的条理化。

输出格式如下：
[结论]

[分析过程]

Input

是谣⾔ / 不是谣⾔ / 与健康信息不相关

Prompt for Rumor Identification Task

Prompt for Rumor Identification Task with References

此处给出分析过程

是谣⾔ / 不是谣⾔ / 与健康信息不相关

此处给出分析过程

Fig. 7. Original Prompts for Refutation

information along with a corresponding rumor detection response, requiring GPT-4 to score the response on a
certain evaluation metric. Then the prompt reserves two slots to insert health information and rumor detection
responses. The prompt then elaborates on the key points and criteria for evaluating the metric (highlighted in red
in Figure 8). Finally, the prompt standardizes the output format of the evaluation results, for example, "Relevance
Score": "X", making it convenient for subsequent extraction and statistical analysis of the evaluation metric scores.

In the prompt for evaluating relevance of responses, the main assessment points include two aspects. On one
hand, it is necessary to assess whether the response matches the user’s input health information. On the other
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hand, it is necessary to evaluate whether the content of the response primarily discusses the issue of whether the
user’s input health information is a rumor.
In the prompt for evaluating reliability of responses, the main assessment points include accuracy, authorita-

tiveness, reasonableness, and non-misleading nature. Accuracy refers to whether the information in the response
is correct. Authoritativeness refers to whether the response is based on scientific facts and has credible sources of
information. Reasonableness refers to whether the arguments and reasoning in the analysis part are logical, and
whether the analysis part supports the conclusions. Non-misleading nature refers to whether the response avoids
using language that could cause misunderstanding or confusion.

In the prompt for evaluating richness of responses, the main assessment points include diversity, completeness,
and creativity. Diversity refers to whether the response provides a wealth of information and arguments for
demonstration. Completeness refers to whether the response fully covers all aspects of the user’s input health
information and conducts relevant analysis. Creativity refers to whether the response offers novel viewpoints or
solutions.

E ORIGINAL Q&A TEXT OF THE CASE STUDY
Figures 9 - 11 show the original Q&A text (in Chinese) of the three cases presented in Section 5.
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Table 7. Example of the HealthRCN

Fields Text

Original_question What is a thyroid cyst?
Title Thyroid cysts can heal on their own!
Keywords thyroid cyst, self-healing, social media, healthcare

Content

Thyroid cysts are a common neck condition that many people may experience. However,
there is no need to worry too much, as thyroid cysts can heal on their own! Research data
indicates that most thyroid cysts can gradually shrink or disappear through self-regulation.
Additionally, some simple lifestyle changes, such as increasing iodine intake, reducing
smoking, and limiting alcohol consumption, can also help promote the self-healing of cysts.
Furthermore, some authoritative experts point out that thyroid cysts are not rare and usually
do not cause significant symptoms, so there is no need to be overly anxious. If your thyroid
cyst does not exhibit obvious symptoms, regular monitoring and check-ups, along with
lifestyle adjustments and health maintenance, can aid in the self-healing of the cyst. Finally,
to help more people understand the self-healing characteristics of thyroid cysts, we encourage
you to share this information and join our social media group to share natural remedies and
lifestyle tips for managing thyroid cysts.

Extend_content

Thyroid cysts are a common neck condition, the exact causes of which remain unclear.
However, most thyroid cysts can gradually shrink or disappear through self-regulation.
According to authoritative medical research data, thyroid cysts generally do not pose life-
threatening symptoms for the majority of patients, so there is no need to be overly anxious.
In terms of treatment, natural therapies and lifestyle adjustments may be more beneficial.
Firstly, increasing iodine intake can promote the synthesis and secretion of thyroid hormones.
Iodine is one of the essential elements for the thyroid, and patients with thyroid cysts often
have iodine deficiency. Therefore, incorporating iodine-rich foods such as seaweed, milk,
and fish into the diet can help the self-healing of thyroid cysts. Additionally, reducing bad
habits like smoking and drinking can minimize damage to the thyroid, aiding in the recovery
and self-healing of the cysts.
Secondly, certain daily health practices can help alleviate thyroid cysts. For instance, avoiding
prolonged head-down positions and preventing dry eye can be beneficial, and practicing
regular eye exercises and massages can help. Regular neck relaxation exercises and warm
compresses can also promote blood circulation and lymphatic drainage, aiding in the natural
resolution of cysts. Additionally, engaging in aerobic exercises such as yoga can enhance
the immune system and regulate the nervous system, contributing to overall health and the
self-healing of thyroid cysts.
Finally, natural therapies and lifestyle adjustments for thyroid cysts offer a low-risk, conve-
nient, and drug-free treatment option. If you find that your thyroid cyst is not presenting
significant symptoms, regular observation and check-ups can help monitor the condition
and treatment effects. Combining these with the aforementioned lifestyle adjustments and
health practices can facilitate self-healing thyroid cysts. We also hope that more people will
share natural therapies and practical tips on social media groups, collectively promoting the
safe and healthy treatment of thyroid cysts.
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Note: continued from previous page

Fields Text

Squash_content

Unfortunately, the above rumors are completely false. Thyroid cysts cannot heal on their own.
A thyroid cyst is a thyroid disease caused by the proliferation of nodules or cysts within the
thyroid gland. If not treated on time, a thyroid cyst will gradually enlarge, leading to thyroid
dysfunction and potentially inducing other serious diseases, such as cancer. Although thyroid
cysts do not cause many symptoms, they are still a disease that requires early treatment.
Additionally, while iodine intake can help in the treatment of thyroid cysts, more is not
necessarily better. Excessive iodine intake can cause thyroid dysfunction and harm your
health.
Finally, we strongly advise against believing in rumors or trusting information from self-
proclaimed "authoritative experts." If you suspect you have a thyroid cyst, you should go to the
hospital for examination and treatment as soon as possible. Follow your doctor’s guidance for
health care and maintain a healthy lifestyle. We also recommend against spreading unverified
information on social media to avoid misleading others.

Answer_content

A thyroid cyst is a cystic formation on the thyroid gland that can be filled with fluid or mucus
from the thyroid. These cysts typically do not cause pain or discomfort, but in some cases,
they may enlarge, become abnormally large, or lead to thyroid dysfunction and other issues.
The formation of cysts may be related to thyroid tissue degeneration or inflammation.
Thyroid cysts can also be a hereditary condition or result from poor nutrition, environmental
pollution, and radiation exposure.
Diagnosis of a thyroid cyst usually requires medical examinations such as ultrasound, MRI,
and thyroid function tests. In general, thyroid cysts do not require treatment as they rarely
cause symptoms. However, for abnormally large cysts or those causing thyroid dysfunction,
surgical intervention or other treatments may be necessary.
Certain precautions can help prevent the occurrence of thyroid cysts, such as limiting the
intake of iodine-rich foods, reducing exposure to cooking fumes, and protecting against
environmental radiation.
In summary, thyroid cysts do not always require treatment and can often be managed with
regular monitoring. If you experience symptoms of a thyroid cyst, it is advisable to seek
medical attention promptly and follow the doctor’s recommendations for examination and
treatment.
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Table 8. Trustworthy health information website

Source URL
Weibo Rumor Refutation https://weibo.com/u/1866405545
Rumor Assistant (WeChat official account) -
Rumor Filter (WeChat official account) -
Toutiao - Toutiao Rumor Refutation https://www.toutiao.com/c/user/token/MS4wLjA

BAAAAC6iKyx7z-k1NhYbBohkLPYdPcJTXQlD2Z-
bm2sE9u_U/?tab=article

Baidu - Baidu Rumor Refutation Platform https://author.baidu.com/home?from=

bjh_article&app_id=15060
The Paper - "Official Rumor Refutation" https://www.thepaper.cn/searchResult?id=

%E5%AE%98%E6%96%B9%E8%BE%9F%E8%B0%A3
People’s Daily Truth-Seeking Column http://society.people.com.cn/GB/229589/index1.html
Sina News - "Rumor Buster" Column https://piyao.sina.cn/
Tencent News - "Tencent Fact-Checking" Column https://new.qq.com/omn/author/8QMc2Xde5YQfvT

bd?tab=om_article
Guokr - "Rumor Buster" https://www.guokr.com/science/channel/fact
China Food Rumor-Refuting http://www.xinhuanet.com.cn/food/sppy/qwpy/ind

ex.html
China Internet United Rumor Refutation Platform https://www.piyao.org.cn/ld.htm
Science Facts https://piyao.kepuchina.cn/rumor/rumorajaxlist
People’s Daily Online - Healthy Living http://health.people.com.cn/
China Science Communication https://www.kepuchina.cn/
China Food Information Center http://www.kexinzhongxin.com/html/kepu/
Bohe https://www.bohe.cn/zx/
Chinese Medical Health Popularization
Knowledge Base https://cmhadb.cma-cmc.com.cn/

China Medical Information Platform https://www.dayi.org.cn/

Note: In the table, both "Rumor Assistant" and "Rumor Filter" are WeChat official accounts, and they do not have homepage URLs similar to
other information sources.
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你是⼀个健康信息问答专家，下⾯会给出⽤户输⼊的健康信息以及针对该健康信息的谣⾔分析回答，请你给出该谣⾔分析回答的可信
度得分（分值范围为 0-10 分）：

⽤户输⼊：{               }

回答：{                  }

请重点考虑以下评估指标进⾏评分：
1. 准确性：回答是否提供了准确的事实和信息。
2. 权威性：回答是否基于科学的证据和研究，并表明了信息来源。
3. 合理性：[分析过程]的论述和推理过程是否合理，[分析过程]是否⽀持[结论]。
4. ⾮误导性：回答是否避免了使⽤可能产⽣新误解或混淆的语⾔。

请严格按照如下格式输出可信度得分：
{

"可信度得分": "X"
}

你是⼀个健康信息问答专家，下⾯会给出⽤户输⼊的健康信息以及针对该健康信息的谣⾔分析回答，请给出回答与⽤户输⼊之间的相
关性得分（分值范围为 0-10 分）：

⽤户输⼊：{               }

回答：{                  }

请重点考虑以下评估指标进⾏评分：
1. 信息匹配度：回答是否针对输⼊的健康信息进⾏展开的。
2. 谣⾔识别与分析：回答是否重点分析和回答输⼊的健康信息是否为谣⾔这⼀问题。

请严格按照如下格式输出相关性得分：
{

"相关性得分": "X"
}

Input

Prompt for Relevance Evaluation 

Prompt for Reliability evaluation

answer

Input
answer

你是⼀个健康信息问答专家，下⾯会给出⽤户输⼊的健康信息以及针对该健康信息的谣⾔分析回答，请你给出该谣⾔分析回答的丰富
度得分（分值范围为 0-10 分）：

⽤户输⼊：{               }

回答：{                  }

请重点考虑以下评估指标进⾏评分：
1. 多样性: 回答中是否提供了多个⻆度、观点或者信息来源，可以通过检查回答中的论点、观点、例⼦或者来源的数量和多样性来评估。
2. 完整性: 回答是否全⾯，是否覆盖了⽤户输⼊中提及的所有关键点或⽅⾯，并进⾏了相关分析。
3. 创造性: 回答是否提供了新颖的观点、想法或者分析⽅案。

请严格按照如下格式输出可信度得分：
{

"可信度得分": "X"
}

Prompt for Richness evaluation

Input
answer

Fig. 8. Prompt for Evaluation
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⼿机辐射会导致癌症

User Input Statement

 HRGPT

[结论]

[分析过程]
⽤户输⼊声称“⼿机辐射会导致癌症”，这⼀说法需要科学依据来⽀持。相关知识表明，⼿机辐射属于⾮电离辐射，⽽⾮
电离辐射的能量不⾜以使物质原⼦或分⼦产⽣电离，因此不会引发癌症[1]。此外，世界卫⽣组织将包括⼿机辐射在内的
“射频电磁波”划定为2B类致癌物，这意味着对⼈类致癌性证据有限，对实验动物致癌性证据并不充分[2]。因此，尽管⼿
机辐射可能与癌症存在⼀定的关联，但⽬前的科学证据并不充分，不⾜以证明⼿机辐射会导致癌症。

事实上，⼿机辐射的频率远低于电离辐射，如X射线等，因此没有必要对⼿机辐射过于恐慌[2]。此外，我国对基站电磁
辐射管理有着严格要求，⽬前执⾏的国家标准远远低于国际标准限值，因此基站产⽣的辐射完全不⾜为虑[3]。

综上所述，⽤户输⼊的信息缺乏科学依据，将⼿机辐射与癌症直接关联的说法是不准确的。因此，可以判断该信息是谣
⾔。

[参考资料]
[1]《⼿机辐射能引发癌症，事实真的如此吗？》 - 来源: 科普中国-辟谣⽂章 ( https://piyao.kepuchina.cn/rumor/
rumordetail?id=nRRE )
[2]《睡觉时⼿机放多远没辐射？边充电边玩，辐射更⼤？终于有答案了》 - 来源：公众号-辟谣助⼿ ( https://
mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzI0Njg1Njc5MA==&mid=2247538982&idx=1&sn=a30da688d2b83525c7e4aa7679b45a
3a&chksm=e9baf41fdecd7d0966ded11af0a00230fceb0ae6c6a04e6f23f17a2e580f9f989692e5fa448c#rd )
[3]《拆除通信基站以防辐射，真的有必要吗？》 - 来源：科普中国-辟谣⽂章 ( https://piyao.kepuchina.cn/rumor/
rumordetail?id=raaM )

是谣⾔

Fig. 9. Original Case one: Mobile phone radiation can cause cancer.
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维⽣素C可以预防感冒
User Input Statement

 HRGPT

[结论]

[分析过程]
⽤户输⼊声称维⽣素C可以预防感冒。相关知识表明，维⽣素C确实对⼈体健康有益，具有提⾼免疫⼒的作⽤，能增强
⼈体对外界环境的抗应激能⼒和免疫⼒[1]。然⽽，对于绝⼤多数并不缺乏维⽣素C的健康⼈来说，⽬前没有科学依据表
明维⽣素C能预防感冒[1]。此外，有研究分析了29项试验，结论是维⽣素C补充剂在降低普通感冒发病率⽅⾯⽆效[2]。
在预防病毒性流感⽅⾯，⽬前也没有⾼质量的临床研究证明常规补充维C能起到预防作⽤[2]。武汉⼤学中南医院的临床
研究也证实，维⽣素C并不能降低感冒的发病率，也不能治疗感冒[3]。因此，尽管维⽣素C对提⾼免疫⼒有积极作⽤，
但并不意味着它可以预防感冒。综上所述，⽤户输⼊的信息缺乏科学依据，可以判断为谣⾔。

[参考资料]
[1]《维⽣素C能抗感冒？只是能缩短感冒病程》 - 来源：科普中国-辟谣⽂章 ( https://piyao.kepuchina.cn/rumor/
rumordetail?id=BLEY )
[2]《熏⽩醋、吃VC⽚不能预防新型肺炎！预防新型肺炎应该这样做》 - 来源：科信⻝品与健康信息交流中⼼ ( http://
www.kexinzhongxin.com/html/kepu/3745.html )
[3]《维⽣素C能预防新冠肺炎吗？特殊时期到底要不要补充维⽣素C？》 - 来源：科信⻝品与健康信息交流中⼼ 
( http://www.kexinzhongxin.com/html/kepu/3744.html )

是谣⾔

Fig. 10. Original Case Two: Vitamin C can prevent colds.
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糖尿病的主要原因并⾮吃糖多

User Input Statement

 HRGPT

[结论]

[分析过程]
⽤户输⼊指出“糖尿病的主要原因并⾮吃糖多”，这与相关知识是⼀致的。事实上，糖尿病的发病机制复杂，包括胰岛素
分泌的不⾜和胰岛素敏感性的下降，⽽不仅仅是吃糖多的问题[1]。相关研究表明，糖尿病的⾼⻛险因素包括家族遗传、
年龄增⻓、⾼热量饮⻝、缺乏运动、超重、肥胖和吸烟饮酒等不良嗜好[2]。此外，世界卫⽣组织在评估糖摄⼊与健康的
关系后认为，过量摄⼊添加糖与癌症没有直接关系[2]。这表明糖尿病的发病与多种因素有关，⽽不是单⼀的“吃糖多”问
题。

另外，有科学依据表明，糖尿病患者并不⼀定是因为吃糖多才得上的病，⽽且糖尿病患者在医⽣的指导下，可以适量摄
⼊含糖⻝物[3]。因此，⽤户输⼊的信息是基于科学的，不构成谣⾔。

[参考资料]
[1]《不喜欢吃糖 为什么会得糖尿病？》 - 来源：博⽲医⽣-健康咨询 ( https://www.bohe.cn/zx/39597.html )
[2]《中国⼈吃糖太多，“糖致百病“——这是真的吗？》 - 来源：科信⻝品与健康信息交流中⼼ ( ht tp:/ /
www.kexinzhongxin.com/html/kepu/4750.html )
[3]《“谈糖⾊变”？糖尿病患者还能吃糖吗？》 - 来源：科普中国⽹ ( https://www.kepuchina.cn/article/articleinfo?
business_type=100&classify=0&ar_id=88780 )

不是谣⾔

Fig. 11. Original Case Three: The main cause of diabetes is not eating too much sugar.
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